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Collecting on the Buckwheat Dump, Franklin Mineral Museum. Photo courtesy of the Franklin Mineral Museum. 
 
There is a world-renown deposit of zinc, iron, and manganese minerals at Franklin, New Jersey. On arriving at the Rutgers Geology Department many years ago one of my first questions, as a 
kid who had collected rocks in Illinois, was “Is this Franklin, a mile or so north of here, where the famous minerals come from?” NO. There are at least six places called Franklin in New Jersey. 
The Franklin Mine and its twin, the Sterling Hill Mine in nearby Ogdensburg, are in the New Jersey Highlands 40 miles north of Rutgers – New Brunswick. The two mines together were the heart 
of the Franklin Mining District. They are one of the world’s richest zinc deposits, for many years one of the world’s most profitable mining districts, home to more different minerals than any other 
place on Earth, and the “Fluorescent Mineral Capital of the World”. The rich ore and abundant minerals are enough cause for fame, but any honest geologist will admit that it is fluorescent 
minerals that first drew his or her attention to these rocks. 
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In trying to understand an ore, a geologist asks “How did this stuff (in this case 
most importantly zinc) get concentrated here?” About 0.007 percent of the 
Earth’s crust is zinc. About 20 percent of the Franklin ore is zinc. Why does the 
Franklin ore have three thousand times as much zinc as average crust? After two 
centuries of science and many failed explanations, a broad outline seems to be 
resolving. Zinc and other easily dissolved elements appear to have gone into 
solution in water seeping below the surface toward rock heated by magma under 
separating crustal plates. As the water got closer to the magma chamber, it got 
hotter and hotter and was able to dissolve more and more minerals. Above the 
magma, the superheated brine blasted upward from vents similar to the “black 
smokers” active today along mid–ocean ridges. Zinc minerals crystallized from 
the cooling brine, spread across the bottom of a shallow sea or lake, and were 
deposited in sediment layers. Unlike the Franklin ores, most black smoker 
deposits are rich in sulfur. The Franklin ores may be low in sulfur because the 
brines moved through sandy sediments and carbonate rocks instead of mid-
ocean ridge basalt. In a present-day analogy, the Franklin ore has much in 
common with sediments now forming in the Red Sea from brines moving through 
sandstone and carbonate rock.  
 
Precipitation of zinc minerals where superheated brines vented and cooled 
explains much about the Franklin ores, but the explanation still generates heated 
argument and may, like many earlier explanations, turn out to be wrong and be 
abandoned. 
 
 
Black Smoker. The black cloud billowing upward from the vent is not smoke. It 
consists mostly of iron sulfide which crystallizes out when the superheated water 
blasts upward into cooler water and becomes oversaturated with dissolved 
minerals. In addition to iron, black smokers commonly vent manganese, copper, 
and zinc. Photo by Peter Rona, Rutgers University, public domain. 
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Photo: Calcite (red) and willemite (green) fluorescing under ultraviolet light in wall rock along the Sterling Hill mine tour. Layering, here from top right to bottom left, is pronounced in both the 
Sterling Hill and Franklin ore bodies. Layering in rocks of the composition of the Franklin District ores is difficult to explain except as sedimentary bedding. Two small faults cutting almost 
vertically through the layers are unhealed and must have moved in the billion or so years since the rock cooled from a plastic state to a brittle state. The black square (top, center) is a steel bolt 
holding the wall of the tunnel in place. The small circles are drill holes. Photo courtesy Sterling Hill Mining Museum 
 
Sudden cooling of superheated brine overcharged with minerals may have left zinc-rich seafloor mud, but this is not the ore we see today. Today’s hard rock formed later, about 1.1 billion years 
ago, when crustal plates were colliding instead of separating. The zinc deposits were pushed downward several miles to where the temperature was over 1,000o F and the pressure was over 
5,000 atmospheres. The limestone host rock was changed to the Franklin Marble, and the zinc minerals were changed to hard, crystalline ore. The Franklin ores are unique among known 
deposits, but there is nothing unique about their proposed origin from sediments which accumulated near a vent similar to the black smokers of today’s oceans and later were metamorphosed. 
There are present-day seafloor vent deposits which could be metamorphosed to resemble the Franklin ores, and there is nothing unusual about the metamorphic events at Franklin. Instead of 
“How did these unique deposits form?” a better question might be “Where are the similar ores that must remain from the Earth’s history, and how can we use our knowledge from Franklin to find 
and understand them?” 
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The fluorescence of Franklin minerals is most spectacular under 
short-wave ultraviolet light, which has an energy of about 5 
electron volts. The ultraviolet light kicks electrons from a ground 
state to a high energy, excited state. The high energy state is 
unstable, and the electrons immediately begin losing energy to 
return to the ground state. Some of the energy is given up as 
heat, and some by “quenching” of energy by neighboring atoms. 
In the fluorescent minerals, energy not lost to heat or quenching is 
given off as light when electrons lose energy in a single, discrete 
step. In calcite from Franklin, the electrons lose 1.8 electron volts 
of energy in one step, and red light, which has an energy of 1.8 
electron volts is given off. For willemite, there is an energy drop of 
2.3 electron volts, and green light with an energy of 2.3 electron 
volts is given off. 
 
The fluorescence of the Franklin ores was discovered accidentally 
in the early 1900s, when sparks from primitive electrical 
equipment in the mines caused the rocks to glow. Sparking 
machines were quickly built, and fluorescence was soon being 
used to follow ore zones and monitor quality of mill concentrates. 
Later, fluorescence was used to judge whether or not exploratory 
drill holes passed close to the ore body. If the hole was close to 
the ore, calcite in rock cores retrieved from the holes would glow 
red. Calcite further from the ore had no fluorescence. Still later, 
fluorescence was used to monitor mine tailings in streams.   
 
Top: Specimen of ore from the Franklin Mine under natural light. 
Bottom: The same specimen under short-wave ultraviolet light. 
The green-glowing mineral is willemite (zinc silicate). The red 
mineral is calcite (calcium carbonate). The black mineral which 
does not fluoresce is Franklinite (an oxide of zinc, iron, and 
manganese). 
 
Photos courtesy Franklin Mineral Museum 
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The Franklin ores were scraped to bare rock by Ice Age glaciers about 18,000 
years ago and, unhidden by soil or vegetation, must have been noticed by the 
local Indians. There is tenuous evidence that the Indians led Dutch 
prospectors to Franklin in the 1600s, and that the Dutch, mistaking the red 
mineral zincite (zinc oxide) for copper ore, made doomed attempts to smelt it 
for copper. Successful iron mining began in the area about 1772, but the zinc 
ores were not as easily mastered. The Franklin ores were mined in the 1770s 
by Robert Ogden II, Lord Sterling. As the Dutch according to legend did 
before, Lord Sterling tried to smelt copper from the zinc ore and achieved only 
frustration. Zinc was not identified in the rock until the early 1800s. In 1810 
zincite from Franklin became the first new mineral described from North 
America.  
 
For more than 25 years after zinc was identified at Franklin, the physician Dr. 
Samuel Fowler drove incessant work to bring a zinc industry to the area. Dr. 
Fowler consolidated ownership of the zinc-bearing rocks and brought 
scientists from leading institutions in Philadelphia, Boston, and New York to 
Franklin to study the rocks. Decades before the fluorescence was discovered, 
he confirmed Franklin as one of the more unusual and potentially profitable 
ore bodies in North America. The ores were complex and difficult to process, 
however, and first useful product, zinc oxide for paint, was produced only in 
1830. Commercial production of zinc metal did not begin until more than 20 
year after Dr. Fowler’s death in 1844. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Samuel Fowler 
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Through much of the 19th century, ambiguous deeds, 
overlapping claims, and legal shenanigans did more than the 
difficult ore to hold back profitable mining. Ownership of both 
the Franklin and Sterling Hill deposits had been consolidated 
by Samuel Fowler in the early 1800s in anticipation of 
establishing a major zinc industry. Almost immediately after 
he sold the property in 1836, however, splitting up of 
properties and rights began. Separate rights could exist on a 
single piece of land for zinc ore, iron ore, franklinite (a specific 
kind of zinc ore), limestone, and surface use. Poorly written 
documents and inappropriate splitting of rights to minerals 
intimately intermingled in the ore were an invitation to the 
confusion, inefficiency, legal manipulation, exploitation, and 
fraud which overshadowed attempts to establish efficient 
mining for 40 years. Finally, in 1879, a complex sequence of 
mergers and acquisitions once again consolidated the 
deposits under a single owner, the New Jersey Zinc 
Company. From then until the mines closed, both the Franklin 
and Sterling Hill mines were owned and managed by a single 
company. 
 
Photo: Head frame of the Parker Shaft, Franklin at about the 
time mining operations were consolidated in 1897. In spite of 
constant litigation, iron, zinc, zinc oxide, and speigeleisen (an 
alloy of iron, manganese, and carbon) were in production 
from Franklin District ores through the late 19th century. Photo 
courtesy Franklin Mineral Museum. 
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Palmer Mill, Franklin. The Palmer Mill was built between 1899 and 1907, and operated until 1954 when mining at Franklin ceased. In contrast to the suburban center it is now becoming, Franklin 
was, to a great extent, for decades, a New Jersey Zinc company town dependent on mining and milling of zinc ore. Photo courtesy Franklin Mineral Museum 
 
 
 
Once both the Franklin and Sterling Hill deposits were consolidated under New Jersey Zinc and litigation ended, undoing decades of disorganized work became a priority. In 1906, Robert Catlin 
was recruited from a successful career in South Africa to bring efficiency and profitability to the mines. Mazes of tunnels and cuts dug before the configuration of the deposits was known, and 
often dug at cross purposes, had to be filled to allow access to large volumes of ore which had been left inaccessible. Exploratory drilling was begun to map out deeper levels. New mining 
methods were introduced to allow recovery of all the ore in the deposit, including support pillars. Equally important, Mr. Catlin took the lead in bringing experienced miners to the district and 
water, electricity, and functional government to the unruly mining towns of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Lawful conduct eventually became the norm even in the Ogdensburg 
neighborhood once known as Sodom. 
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The Franklin and Sterling Hill ore 
bodies are not flat-lying layers like 
many coal seams and salt beds. 
They slope about 60 degrees 
downward and can not be mined 
by digging horizontally into a 
hillside. Nor are they mined, as at 
first might seem reasonable, by 
digging straight down from where 
the ore is exposed at the surface. 
As is common for steeply-sloping 
ores, most of the Franklin District 
mining was from the bottom up, by 
tunneling under the ore then 
blasting down the roof of the 
tunnel. Gravity did much of the 
work of moving the ore, and the ore 
was mucked from a flat floor 
instead of a jagged surface left by 
blasting. After the ore was blasted 
down, in the most dangerous step 
of the mining, loose rock still 
attached to the ceiling was pried 
down or bolted upward. The 
Franklin District mines were well 
run and safer than most, but few 
career miners retired without 
injuries and lives were occasionally 
lost.  
 
After the rock was stabilized, ore 
was “mucked” from the floor and 
dropped down chutes, sometimes 
hundreds of feet, to crushers deep 
in the mines. The tunnel was then 
backfilled to within a few feet of the 
roof, concrete was poured to allow 
easy mucking from a flat floor, and 
the next higher rock was drilled and 
blasted. The blasting and filling 
was repeated until the miners 
reached the waste rock and 
concrete fill of the next higher 
mining level.  
 
Photo: Miner drilling holes for 
explosives to be set in the roof of a 
tunnel. Layering which shows slope 
of the ore is visible above the drill 
bit. Courtesy Franklin Mineral 
Museum 
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In comparison with the 19th century, mining in Franklin District in the 20th century was well organized, 
efficient, and provided regular employment to thousands of residents of Franklin and Ogdensburg. Like 
any mineral deposit, however, the Franklin District ore was non-renewable. The Franklin Mine was 
completely worked out by the mid 1950s, and the mine closed forever. The Sterling Hill Mine shut down in 
1986 as the result of tax issues, corporate takeovers, low zinc prices, and the high cost of mining the deep 
levels the mine had reached. Enough ore remains below the ground for another 10 years of mining, but the 
easily worked reserves are gone. The remaining ore is deep in the earth, and the workings are flooded and 
outdated. Only an astronomical price for zinc would allow re-opening of the mine.  
 
Photos: Upper right - loading blast holes; upper left – ore cars at bottom of chute; bottom right: ore crusher 
4,000 feet below ground. Courtesy Franklin Mineral Museum. 
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Photo: Blue Mountain downwind from Palmerton smelters.  
 
Most the ore from the Franklin and Sterling Hill Mines went to smelters at Palmerton, Pennsylvania, about 50 miles to the west. Downwind from the smelters, Blue Mountain near the Lehigh Gap 
was completely barren of life. Tree trunks too contaminated to rot stood for decades. An immense, 50 million ton acidic waste pile laced with cadmium and lead became a Superfund site. The 
impacts were the result of zinc smelting, but not primarily from the Franklin ores. Most zinc ore is the mineral sphalerite (zinc sulfide), and most, whether or not it is sphalerite, contains lead and 
cadmium. The ores at Franklin were oxides and silicates, and had very little sulfur. They also contained much less cadmium and lead than usual for zinc ores. In addition to the Franklin ores, the 
Palmerton smelters processed sphalerite ore from zinc mines in Friedensville, Pennsylvania. The environmental impacts at Palmerton came in part from the coal used to smelt the ores, in part 
from zinc oxide and arsenic from the Franklin ores, but  primarily from Friedensville’s sulfur-rich ore and its cadmium and lead impurities.  
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In addition to its better-known geologic distinctions, the Sterling Hill Mine was, in the early 1970s, home to one of eight seismographs in a world-girdling network developed at the Lamont Earth 
Observatory of Columbia University, 30 miles east of the mine. An immediate question is “How did a seismograph, which measures imperceptible earth movements from distant earthquakes, 
work so close to constant shaking from explosives, heavy equipment, and rocks cascading hundreds of feet down to crushers?” Unlike most seismographs, these eight were “tuned” to measure 
long-period seismic waves traveling across the surface of the Earth, and to ignore high frequency vibrations traveling through the deeper layers of the Earth. Three 200-foot long fused quartz 
rods and a 50-foot tall vertical strain meter were designed to flex with seismic waves passing at a frequency of one every 20 to 40 seconds. Mine noise has higher frequency, which you might 
feel as vibration if you held your hand to the rock. The 20 to 40 second waves are more like the rolling of a large boat in the ocean, but so small they can not be felt. Long period surface waves 
are particularly useful in charting near-surface disturbances like shallow earthquakes and underground nuclear tests.  
 
Photo: Instrumentation for Lamont seismograph. Courtesy Franklin Mineral Museum 
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Mine tour, Sterling Hill Mine. Photo courtesy Sterling Hill Mining Museum 
 
Hundreds of museums worldwide have fluorescent mineral displays, and virtually all of them include rocks from the Franklin District. Two museums right at the mines are among the best. The 
Franklin Mineral Museum, in an engine house which supplied power to the mines at Franklin, has arguably the most spectacular display of fluorescent minerals from the district, a mine replica, 
and mineral collecting in waste rock at the Buckwheat Mine Dump. The Buckwheat rocks are periodically turned with earth moving equipment so that good specimens of the ore can always be 
collected. Occasional night-time hunts for fluorescent minerals are a special treat, and there are good displays of fossils, Indian life in pre-colonial times, and an outstanding collection of historic 
microscopes. The Sterling Hill Mining Museum preserves some of the workings at the Sterling Hill Mine. Underground tours include fluorescent rocks in place in the tunnels, and visitors are free 
to collect a hand-sized piece from reserves left at the time the mine closed. Above ground, old mine buildings and outside displays showcase mining, ore minerals, and fluorescent minerals 
including and beyond the Franklin District.  The museums are only a few miles apart, and both are easily visited in a day trip. Visits to both are recommended for a complete experience of the 
Franklin mines and minerals. Hours and driving directions are easily checked on the internet.  
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